
 
 
 
  

 
 

 
Welcome to the 2016 edition of the Broad Green Ward Newsletter.  This newsletter is designed to keep you up to date with what the 
Broad Green Neighbourhood Police Team has been doing over this past month.  We hope you had a great 2015, and a great year to 

come! In this edition - Anti-Terrorist hotline and Suspicious activity 
 
Contact us! Broad Green Neighbourhood Team 
 
Tel: 020 8721 2712 - if you wish to receive the Broad Green Newsletter 
Via an e-mail monthly, then please use the address below: 
 
Email: broadgreen.snt@met.police.uk 
Web: http://content.met.police.uk/Team/Croydon/BroadGreen 
www.twitter.com/mpsbroadgreen or @mpsbroadgreen 
 
If you have a grievance or feedback related to a stop and search in the 
Borough of Croydon then please email croydonsands@gmail.com 
 
Next surgery: 5th February 2016 - Croydon Voluntary Action, 82 
London Road 1500 to 1600Hrs                                                                                            A Foxy resident in Pitlake!                                                                  

 
Broad Green Promises (As established by the ward panel): 

 
1 - Patrols along London Road 

 
2 - Increase the number of Neighbourhood Watches 

 
3 - Problem solve drinkers near Derby Road 

 
Croydon Borough Priorities 

 
1 - Burglary 

 
2 - Violence with Injury 

 
3 - Theft from/theft of Motor Vehicle 

 
Broad Green Good News 

 

Broad Green welcomes a new addition to the Croydon policing 
family - PCSO 7113zd Mathew Morris. He comes to us from 
Westminster having spent some time on Counter-terrorism patrols 
there. He joins the crime side of Broad Green, assisting officers with 
enquiries and local issues 
 

This year’s surgery dates for you to meet the team and talk are as 
follows (in addition the the above date): 15/04/16, 24/06/16, 
02/09/2016, and 11/11/2016 - They will be published with each 
newsletter for the month, so note them down. We will be there 
between 3pm and 4pm  
 

This year’s first ‘Meet and Greet’ for your local team will be again 
held at The Peppermint Centre, Franklin Way, on Friday 
12/02/2016 at 10am to 12pm. Come and join your local Ward 
Officers for a cup of tea or coffee, and discuss anything that comes 
to mind! There will even be some carrot cake for you made by PCSO 
Angela Dennis! 

On 30th December 2015, PC Sean Harris conducted an test 
purchasing operation in conjunction with Trading Standards on 8 
shops in London Road, testing the staff and their policy on selling 
knives to under 18’s - They all passed! 
 

Operation Neptune, which is an operation carried out weekly by 
Broad Green officers, involves checking mobile phone IMEI 
numbers in local shops which buy and sell second hand goods. 
We have reported 2 more attempts to sell blocked mobile 
phones along LONDON ROAD! Other enquiries relating to 
previous reports by the team are still ongoing.  But please 
remember to register your mobile phone, and other 
property, at www.immobilise.com. Property marking is an 
essential thing you can do to help deter anyone attempting to 
take your items. By advertising that your property is marked, 
either by ultraviolet marking or Smartwater™ you are part of a 
system that has been shown to reduce burglaries and theft, and 
helps to locate and return stolen items that have been found 

 
 
 
 
 

Want to play a part? Contact Erin Lee - NHW Manager (part 
time) Tel: 020 8555 1200 (ext. 37637) Email: nhw@cbnwa.com 
Web: www.cbnwa.com 

 

Join PS Ali Macpherson and ask if he has learnt to use Twitter 
over the holidays! There you’ll find waiting all of the up to date 
information and activities concerning the Broad Green Policing 
Team Officers! All you have to do is sign up and follow him! Join 
us at @MPSBroadGreen. You’re missing out if you aren’t with 
us! Please don't use Twitter to report crime, instead to call 101 in non 
emergency and 999 in emergency 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Anti-Terrorist Hotline 

It’s probably nothing but… if you see or hear anything that could be terrorist-related trust your instincts and call the Anti-Terrorist Hotline on 0800 789 321. Our 
specially trained officers will take it from there. A textphone service is available for people with speech or hearing difficulties on 0800 032 45 39 (text messages from 
mobiles are not accepted). You can also submit your information using our confidential online form. If you think you have seen person acting suspiciously, or if 

you see a vehicle, unattended package or bag which might be an immediate threat, move away and call 999 
 

What Is Suspicious Activity? 
 

 Terrorists have a lot of work to do before they attack. They need to plan and prepare; 
buy and store materials; and fund their activities. Terrorists live within our 

communities and blend in. However, behind closed doors they may be storing bomb 
making materials or meeting others to plan attacks. Are you suspicious of a property 

where there is unusual activity or strange comings and goings that don't fit day-to-day 
life? 

 

Terrorists have a lot of work to do before they attack. They need to plan and prepare; buy and store materials; and fund their activities. Terrorists live within our 
communities and blend in. However, behind closed doors they may be storing bomb making materials or meeting others to plan attacks. Are you suspicious of a property 

where there is unusual activity or strange comings and goings that don't fit day-to-day life? 
 

Terrorists use surveillance to help plan attacks. Have you seen anyone 
taking pictures or filming CCTV cameras or making notes about other security 

arrangements? Has it made you suspicious? If you have seen this or know 
someone who takes an unusual interest in security measures, we need to know. 

Terrorists need communication. They communicate with others to plan 
meetings or buy materials and chemicals. To avoid possible detection they use 

multiple anonymous pay-as-you go mobile phones and swap SIM cards and 
handsets. If you are suspicious about someone who uses phones in this way, we 

need to know. 
Further examples of suspicious activity can include: 

Van - Terrorists need transport. If you work in commercial vehicle hire or sales, 
has a sale or rental made you suspicious? 

Passport - Terrorists use multiple identities. Do you know someone with 
documents in different names for no obvious reason? 

Mobile phone - Terrorists need communication. Anonymous, pay-as-you-go and 
stolen mobiles are typical. Have you seen someone with large quantities of mobile 

phones? Has it made you suspicious? 
Camera - Terrorists need information. Observation and surveillance help 
terrorists plan attacks. Have you seen anyone taking pictures of security 

arrangements? 
Chemicals - Do you know someone buying large or unusual quantities of 

chemicals for no obvious reason? 

Mask and goggles - Terrorists use protective equipment. Handling chemicals is 
dangerous. Maybe you've seen goggles or masks dumped somewhere. 

Credit card - Terrorists need funding. Cheque and credit card fraud are ways 
terrorists generate cash. Have you seen any suspicious transactions?  

Computer - Terrorists use computers. Do you know someone who visits terrorist-
related websites? 

Suitcase - Terrorists need to travel. Meetings training and planning can take 
place anywhere. Do you know someone who travels but is vague about where 

they are going? 
Padlock - Terrorists need storage. Lock-ups, garages and sheds can all be used 

by terrorists to store equipment. Are you suspicious of anyone renting a 
commercial property? 

 We want you to look out for the unusual – some activity or behaviour which strikes you as not 
quite right and out of place in your normal day to day lives. You may feel it’s probably nothing, 

but unless you trust your instincts and tell us we won’t be able to judge whether the 
information you have is important. We want you to look out for the unusual – some activity or 
behaviour which strikes you as not quite right and out of place in your normal day to day lives. 
You may feel it’s probably nothing, but unless you trust your instincts and tell us we won’t be 

able to judge whether the information you have is important or not. Remember, no piece of 
information is considered too small or insignificant 

 

 
Our specially trained officers would rather take lots of calls which are made in 

good faith, but have innocent explanations – rather than not getting any at all. We 
know you may have concerns about speaking to the police – possibly because 

your friends or family may find out 
 

But all information passed to the police is treated in the strictest of confidence. It 
is thoroughly analysed and researched by experienced officers before, and if, any 

police action is taken 
 

 
Suspicious activity could include someone: 

 
Who has bought or stored large amounts of chemicals, fertilisers or gas cylinders 

for no obvious reason; 
Who has bought or hired a vehicle in suspicious circumstances; 

Who holds passports or other documents in different names for no obvious reason; 
Who travels for long periods of time, but is vague about where they’re going 


